USDM Cloud AssuranceTM
Simplify compliance and accelerate innovation with
a continuously compliant tech stack

USDM’s Cloud AssuranceTM is a managed service subscription delivering end-to-end GxP compliance, including rapid
implementation, validation, and maintenance to enable a continuously compliant tech stack. Cloud Assurance is the
compliant digital platform for GxP cloud-based technologies of any size or complexity. Whether you have a single cloud
application needing continuous validation or a multi-cloud system portfolio, Cloud Assurance will scale to meet your
needs and deliver a harmonized compliance framework that decreases your time and cost to maintain compliance.
With hundreds of life sciences companies subscribed to USDM’s Cloud Assurance platform, you can have confidence
in our best practices based on more than 20 years of life sciences compliance experience.

How It Works
USDM’s best practices, proprietary accelerators, and automation decrease your implementation and validation time.
Cloud Assurance includes three components: (1) an annual vendor audit to leverage defensible evidence to the U.S.
Food and Drug Administration (FDA), (2) the initial qualification/validation of your GxP system, and (3) a continuous
compliance subscription to offload the release management of ongoing system updates and changes. Cloud
Assurance can be delivered using a Computer Software Assurance (CSA), Computer System Validation (CSV), or 100%
automated approach depending on your risk tolerance.
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System Expertise and GxP-Ready Capabilities
The world’s leading technology companies trust USDM to ensure their technology is adopted effectively, powerfully,
and in compliance. We can manage one system or all your systems. Here is a sample of our technology partners:

Applications / SaaS

Platform Services / PaaS

Cloud Environment / IaaS

One GxP System or Many Systems
Shrinking IT budgets and growing business demands require a cost-effective, time-saving managed service to achieve
your business objectives. Cloud Assurance is the compliant digital answer for GxP technologies of any size or complexity.
Whether you have a single GxP cloud system or multi-cloud system footprint, Cloud Assurance can scale to harmonize all
your systems.
Cloud Assurance manages your technology and compliance process from end to end so you can focus on other priorities.
USDM will take care of everything—hiring and managing the team, building the processes and procedures, achieving
consistency of your policies across the enterprise, and delivering trailblazing results.
Cloud Assurance benefits increase with your company’s growth, not just in the number of Cloud Assurance
subscriptions, but also as your organizational cloud maturity evolves. This below diagram illustrates how automated
internal operations and company engagement drive digital transformation for secure and compliant collaboration while
supporting product quality and patient safety.

C-suite executives throughout an organization have their own lens they apply when evaluating the benefits of managed
services and digital platforms; however, they all converge on cost, quality, and compliance to achieve customer value.
You don’t have to choose between compliance and innovation.
USDM Cloud Assurance is the managed platform that turns IT compliance into innovation.

Let’s talk! Contact USDM today.
Phone US: +1 (888) 231 0816
Phone UK: +44 (0) 7818 428014
Email: usdm@usdm.com
Website: usdm.com
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